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Burgers Bagels And Hot Dogs
Recipes for hearty chowders, satisfying stews, and scrumptious breads to serve with them. More than 350 recipes and nearly 250 mouthwatering color photos.
A book about burgers, bagels and hot dogs by a French chef. 50 classic and innovative recipes.
In this encyclopedia, two experienced world travelers and numerous contributors provide a fascinating worldwide survey of street foods and
recipes to document the importance of casual cuisine to every culture, covering everything from dumplings to hot dogs and kebabs to tacos. •
Presents an international survey of street foods in representative countries and regions that includes interesting facts and recipe to illustrate
many of them • Supplies the historical and environmental background of the country's street food • Includes sidebars with fun facts and
statistics about street foods • Provides highly useful information for students studying geography and for travelers
In this sweeping guide to North Carolina's beautiful coastal area, readers will find history, unspoiled beaches, great weather, plus complete
travel and relocation information. 7 maps. 64 photos.
The new full colour Rough Guide to California is the definitive guide to the most alluring state in the US. It's full of insider tips on how to
unearth the best that the Golden State has to offer: authentic Mexican food in San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego; countless hiking
trails and ski areas in the towering Sierra Nevada range; road trips on Historic Route 66 and the stunning Pacific Coast Highway; tastings in
the best California wineries and camping in the pristine state and national parks. Smartly designed with stunning photography and packed
with some of the most easy-to-use maps you'll find in any guidebook, the Rough Guide to California contains fun and adventurous itineraries,
savvy lists of hotspots and heaps of recommendations and detailed practical information to help you take advantage of everything this nearly
900-mile-long state has to offer. Whatever your budget, this guide will help you explore California's bounty of natural and cultural wonders,
find top-notch places to eat and sleep and make the most of every minute of your holiday. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide
to California. Now available in ePub format.
With this guide, readers will get an inside perspective on St. Louis--the city's more than 170 parks, a thriving live music and local arts scene,
an abundance of nightclubs and casinos, and world-class sports teams, not to mention the Gateway Arch.
How food industry lobbyists and a small group of scientists have successfully fought government efforts to reduce dangerous levels of sodium
in our food. A high-sodium diet is deadly; studies have linked it to high blood pressure, strokes, and heart attacks. It's been estimated that
excess sodium in the American diet causes as many as 100,000 deaths deaths and many billions of dollars in avoidable health-care costs
each year. And yet salt is everywhere in our diets—in packaged foods, fast foods, and especially meals at table-service restaurants. Why
hasn't salt received the sort of public attention and regulatory action that sugar and fat have? In Salt Wars, Michael Jacobson explains how
the American food industry and a small group of scientists have successfully fought government efforts to reduce dangerous levels of sodium
in our food. Despite an abundance of research going back more than half a century showing that high-sodium diets lead to hypertension and
other ills, a few scientists argue the opposite—that American consume a healthy amount of salt and that eating less would increase the risk of
cardiovascular disease. This “man bites dog” take on sodium confused consumers and was enthusiastically taken up by food industry
lobbyists. Jacobson, a salt wars combatant for more than forty years, explains what science actually says about salt intake and rebuts
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“sodium skeptics.” He discusses what other countries are doing to cut dietary salt, and describes some recent victories in the United States.
He advises readers how to reduce salt—warning them against “salt bombs” (Campbell's Chicken Noodle Soup, for example, packs an entire
day's worth of sodium in one can)—and calls on them to suit up for the next battle in the salt wars.

Les burgers se réinventent sans cesse et deviennent de vraies recettes pour de bons repas entre potes, en familles ou
sur le pouce. Mais qu'ils soient chic ou décontractés, deux mots d'ordres : générosité et convivialité ! Américain
classique, burger au poulet croustillant, aux crevettes façon thaïe, au bleu, au magret fumé et au chèvre, mini-burgers
pour l'apéro et même sucrés au praliné... Sans oublier les hot-dogs, les bagels et de délicieux accompagnements...
Partagez ces plats généreux faits pour les bons moments !
A guidebook with a decidedly different approach, “Mousejunkies! 3rd Edition” is a collection of humorous travelogues
and insider how-to secrets compiled after scores of trips to Walt Disney World. The book draws on the insights of a panel
of Disney fanatics — The Mousejunkies — following dozens of personal vacations, trade shows and press trips in recent
years. This third edition brings everything up to date with countless new tips, tricks, and tales. “Mousejunkies!” provides
tips and travel plans told through personal accounts – something that sets it apart from all the other guides. All of the
most important topics are covered: When to go, where to stay, what to do and where to eat. But readers will also learn
Zen and the art of not melting down under the Florida sun, how to extract your family from Fantasmic with your sanity
intact, where to catch a mid-afternoon catnap in the theme parks, and even how wrong things go when Epcrotch strikes.
“Mousejunkies!” is more than one travel writer’s experiences at one of the most popular vacation destinations in the
world. The Mousejunkies are a group of seemingly well-adjusted adults who have found themselves inexplicably drawn to
Walt Disney World, again and again. Each has taken his or her own path, finding their way separately. When the smoke
cleared, the group found itself back in reality, staring at one another over a pile of discarded annual passes and a useless
collection of novelty hats. The stories - wry, humorous and told with an affection gained through years of Disney addiction
- paint vivid portraits of a creatively engineered world, where unexpected surprises create lasting memories. The tips –
valuable information designed to help readers get more out of their vacations – are told with a sly wink and the desire to
share the secrets that make trips to central Florida more memorable. From touring plans to tongue-in-cheek reviews of
the theme parks’ restrooms, “Mousejunkies!” provides readers with useful information couched in obsessively-detailed
narrative with a humorous touch.
Create deliciously quick and easy recipes in your Air Fryer using only 5 ingredients or less! Want simple meals that your
entire family (even the pickiest eaters) will devour? Looking to avoid the grocery store and use some of the ingredients
you already have on hand? The “I Love My Air Fryer” 5-Ingredient Recipe Book is here to help! This easy-to-use
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cookbook provides mouthwatering, whole-food dishes for every meal—from breakfast and dinner to appetizers and
dessert—using favorite, familiar ingredients you probably already have in your pantry. Including 175 delicious recipes
using five—or fewer—ingredients, these fast, affordable meals don’t require a lot of prep or shopping, so you can spend
more time out of the kitchen doing the things you love. Best of all, these satisfying, flavorful recipes are sure to be a big
hit with everyone in the family. Whether you need an easy dinner on a busy weeknight or want to cut back on time (and
money) in the grocery store, this cookbook has you covered!
Celebrated caterer Peter Callahan knows how to throw a party. With a career spanning more than two decades and a
client list including celebrities, politicians, Fortune 500 companies, and New York City socialites, Peter has earned a
reputation for creating hors d’oeuvres that are as inventive and beautiful as they are delicious. A two-sip shot cleverly
matched to a small bite is an incredible icebreaker, especially when the appetizer is playfully served on an edible spoon
or inside a miniature Chinese take-out container. Bite-size cheeseburgers are served on tiny home-baked poppy seed
buns with all the trimmings. Mango-marinated shrimp are served individually on lollipop sticks sprinkled with fresh
cilantro; diminutive plantain cones are filled with dollops of tuna tartare; and chicken is rolled into nori “cigarettes.” And
for an impressive encore, how about shots of coffee with sugar donuts, or mini bagels with lox and cream cheese paired
with caviar cones and champagne? In Bite by Bite, his debut cookbook, Callahan welcomes readers to share in the fun
and beauty of his creations, providing inspiration for parties—whether casual gatherings, dinner parties, baby showers, or
formal occasions such as weddings and holiday soirees—and 100 recipes for the home cook, ranging from savory to
sweet, comfort food to haute cuisine. According to Peter, being prepared is the key to pulling off a self-catered party like
a professional. With that in mind, he has included a “Kitchen Tools and Conveniences” section, listing the key equipment
that will help you create the delicious masterpieces in this book. In the recipes he also notes what can be made in
advance, how best to schedule your time, and any emergency substitutions and shortcuts that will make life easier on the
big day. Along the way, he divulges his secrets and inspiration, recounting stories of how he dreamed up dishes that
he’s catered for his impressive roster of celebrity clients. Full of creative recipes, unique party ideas, and vibrant food
photography, Bite by Bite is your go-to source for inspired hors d’oeuvres and whimsical treats that will transform any
gathering into an unforgettable event.
The Rough Guide to California is the ultimate guide to the USA's most exciting and varied state. Whether you're looking
for inspiring accommodation, great places to eat, the best bars, chilled muso haunts or cutting-edge clubs, you'll find the
solution. The guide also includes three sections covering the state's unmatched influence on American music, its
remarkable array of food and wine, and getting the most from California's wonderful backcountry - hiking, skiing, rock
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climbing and surfing. Plus The Rough Guide to California is packed with incisive comment on everything from LA's
political scandals and Hollywood hype to San Francisco's Beat poet hangouts and Yosemite's sheer rock walls. Accurate
maps and comprehensive practical information help you get under the skin of California, whilst stunning photography and
a detailed introduction make this your ultimate travelling companion. Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide to
California.
Whether you're planning a trip with kids or without, this indispensable guide shows you how to visit the land of Mickey
Mouse without sacrificing luxury and style. Written by a true Disney expert, these pages are over-flowing with information
on everything from the most luxurious accommodations and dining to the very best entertainment in and around the
theme parks. You'll also find dozens of insider tips, such as the best places to steal a romantic moment away from the
hustle and bustle of Main Street and the best places to view spectacular fireworks. Book jacket.
"A hilarious and moving story of unconventional entrepreneurialism, passion, and guts." --Danny Meyer, CEO of Union
Square Hospitality Group; Founder of Shake Shack; Author of Setting the Table Original recipes by J. Kenji López-Alt of
The Food Lab and Stella Parks of BraveTart James Beard Award-winning founder of Serious Eats Ed Levine finally tells
the mouthwatering and heartstopping story of building--and almost losing--one of the most acclaimed and beloved food
sites in the world. In 2005, Ed Levine was a freelance food writer with an unlikely dream: to control his own fate and
create a different kind of food publication. He wanted to unearth the world's best bagels, the best burgers, the best hot
dogs--the best of everything edible. To build something for people like him who took everything edible seriously, from the
tasting menu at Per Se and omakase feasts at Nobu down to mass-market candy, fast food burgers, and instant ramen.
Against all sane advice, he created a blog for $100 and called it...Serious Eats. The site quickly became a home for
obsessives who didn't take themselves too seriously. Intrepid staffers feasted on every dumpling in Chinatown and
sampled every item on In-N-Out's secret menu. Talented recipe developers like The Food Lab's J. Kenji López-Alt and
Stella Parks, aka BraveTart, attracted cult followings. Even as Serious Eats became better-known--even beloved and
respected--every day felt like it could be its last. Ed secured handshake deals from investors and would-be acquirers over
lunch only to have them renege after dessert. He put his marriage, career, and relationships with friends and family at
risk through his stubborn refusal to let his dream die. He prayed that the ride would never end. But if it did, that he would
make it out alive. This is the moving story of making a glorious, weird, and wonderful dream come true. It's the story of
one food obsessive who followed a passion to terrifying, thrilling, and mouthwatering places--and all the serious eats
along the way. Praise for Serious Eater "Read[s] more like a carefully crafted novel than a real person's life." --from the
foreword by J. Kenji López-Alt "Wild, wacky, and entertaining...The book makes you hungry for Ed to succeed...and for
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lunch." --Christina Tosi, founder of Milk Bar "Serious Eater is seriously good!...you'll be so glad [Ed] invited you to a seat
at his table." --Ree Drummond, author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks "After decades of spreading the good food gospel
we get a glimpse of the missionary behind the mission." --Dan Barber, chef, Blue Hill and Blue Hill at Stone Barns
Cet ebook est une version numérique du guide papier sans interactivité additionnelle. Paris avance à grand pas. Prenez le temps
de la découvrir à votre rythme : la nuit, lorsqu'elle s'illumine, sur le pont des Arts, dans l'île Saint-Louis ou place des Vosges ; le
matin, au jardin des plantes, au Père-Lachaise ; l'après-midi, aux Tuileries ou au parc Monceau : déambulations, haltes, rêveries...
c'est aussi Paris. Le Routard Paris c'est aussi une première partie haute en couleur avec des cartes et des photos, pour découvrir
plus facilement la ville et repérer nos coups de coeur ; des adresses souvent introuvables ailleurs ; plein d'anecdotes surprenantes
; des visites culturelles originales en dehors des sentiers battus ; des infos remises à jour chaque année ; des cartes et plans
détaillés. Merci à tous les Routards qui partagent nos convictions : Liberté et indépendance d'esprit ; découverte et partage ;
sincérité, tolérance et respect des autres.
Orlando is the place for the ultimate family vacation, and The Everything Family Guide to the Walt Disney World Resort, Universal
Studios, and Greater Orlando, 5th Edition is the only book you need to have the trip of a lifetime. This completely revised and
updated fifth edition highlights the latest changes and additions at all the Orlando parks, from the addition of Captain Jack Sparrow
in Walt Disney World's The Pirates of the Caribbean to the latest rides and shows at Universal Studios and Sea World, and more!
Author Cheryl Charming, a long-time resident of Orlando, provides an insider's view of the parks and the surrounding area. This
jam-packed guide includes a fully updated hotel/motel resource guide, along with rated restaurant listings and a system that rates
all the rides, shows, and attractions for each member of your family. You'll find authoritative, up-to-date information on: Area water
parks Disney's parks and cruises Sea World and Discovery Cove Universal Studios Orlando Resort Kennedy Space Center
Updated for all your vacation needs, this bestselling guide ensures that you and your families will have the most magical trip yet!
You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when traveling in Kraków, Warsaw & Gdansk. In this
compact guide, Rick Steves covers the best of these three cities, including tips on arrival, orientation, and transportation. Sample
pierogi, sip local wódka, and learn about Poland's deep Jewish history as you hit all the must-see spots, like the stunning Main
Market Square, Warsaw's historic Royal Way, or Gdansk's Main Town Hall. You'll get firsthand advice on the best sights and
experiences, and the maps and self-guided tours will ensure you make the most of your trip. More than just reviews and directions,
a Rick Steves Snapshot guide is a tour guide in your pocket. Rick Steves Snapshot guides consist of excerpted chapters from Rick
Steves European country guidebooks. Snapshot guides are a great choice for travelers visiting a specific city or region, rather than
multiple European destinations. These slim guides offer all of Rick's up-to-date advice on what sights are worth your time and
money. They include good-value hotel and restaurant recommendations, with no introductory information (such as overall trip
planning, when to go, and travel practicalities). Extending your trip? Check out Rick Steves Poland.
Beer and Veg has everything you need to enjoy great craft beer with vegetarian and vegan food, including the best suggestions for
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how to perfectly pair your beer to whatever dish you’re eating, as well as 80 recipes which use beer as an ingredient. The
introduction covers how to approach beer with vegetarian/vegan food; then there are tips and tricks on matching beer and food;
how to cook with beer in veg/vegan dishes; an extended section of different beer styles and foods to enjoy with them; and then a
selection of 80 great recipes using beer as an ingredient. The suggestions made in the book will cover beers from around the
world, plus many common and popular dishes. The recipes are a mix of vegetarian and vegan, with vegan options available for
most dishes. Having switched to a vegetarian and vegan diet himself in the last two years, author and award-winning beer writer
Mark Dredge is the perfect person to help you merge the worlds of craft beer and plant-based food.
The Rough Guide to California Make the most of your time on Earth with the ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it like it is'
travel guide. Discover California with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide, packed with practical information and
honest recommendations by our independent experts. Whether you plan to hit the surf and seaside rollercoasters of Santa Cruz,
hike in the Sierra Nevada, roam the Napa Valley's wineland, or embark on a Route 66 road trip, the Rough Guide to California will
help you discover the best places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this travel guide to California: Detailed regional coverage: provides practical information for every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out
breaks in popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty
and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from your trip to California - Meticulous mapping: practical full-colour maps,
with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego and many more
locations without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features inspirational colour photography, including the
sheer mountains of Yosemite National Park cast in a golden morning light and iconic Bixby Creek Bridge connecting the cliffs of
the beautiful Big Sur coast - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform your on-the-road
experiences - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Pam Springs, Yosemite Valley, Redwood National Park, Route 66
and Big Sur's best sights and top experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with essential pre-departure information including
getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette,
shopping and more - Background information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into California, with
coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and glossary - Covers:
Los Angeles; San Diego; the deserts; Death Valley; the Sierra; the Central Coast; San Francisco; the Gold Country; Lake Tahoe
and Northern California You may also be interested in: Rough Guide Southwest USA, Rough Guide Florida, Pocket Rough Guide
San Francisco About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies
sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list
includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Les burgers se réinventent sans cesse et deviennent de vraies recettes pour de bons repas entre potes, en famille ou sur le
pouce. Mais qu'ils soient chics ou décontractés, deux mots d'ordre : générosité et convivialité ! Américain classique, burger au
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poulet croustillant, aux crevettes façon thaïe, au bleu, au magret fumé et au chèvre, mini - burgers pour l'apéro et même sucrés au
praliné... Sans oublier les hot - dogs, les bagels et de délicieux accompagnements... Partagez ces plats généreux faits pour les
bons moments !
* Practical strategies for avoiding dangerous bear encounters * Debunks commonly held myths about people and bears * Provides
tested strategies to help you avoid conflict with black bears and grizzlies Bear expert Dave Smith gives you the basics -- like how
to choose a good campsite and properly store your food so that you don't have to worry whether that pepper spray you brought will
work on the bear that wanders into camp. He debunks commonly held myths about people and bears. For instance, menstruating
women don't have to stay out of bear country, he says. And no, don't roll up in a ball when faced with a charging bear. So much of
conventional wisdom about bears is often just plain bad advice; Smith tells you what you should do instead and why. He also
reviews specific outdoor activities -- from fishing to mountain biking to hiking with young children to trail running -- assessing the
likelihood of bear encounters and suggesting tactics for coping in different settings and situations. This second edition incorporates
new research (Do bear bells work? Does tent color or shape make a difference in attracting bears?) and adds more charts and
sidebars to make material accessible at a glance. Smith provides key information on bear behavior and biology to help you
understand, rather than fear, this most misunderstood animal. This book is in the Mountaineers Outdoor Basics series.

Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a
ringside seat on the issues shaping the region.
With gas and food prices soaring, there's more need than ever before for Jonni McCoy's Miserly Moms. Jonni shares the
money-saving strategies that allowed her family to transition from two incomes to one. These practical, proven strategies,
tips, and recipes will help anyone live frugally without feeling deprived. Real-life examples show how anyone can learn to
live more carefully and reach their financial goals. Now in its fourth edition, Miserly Moms is packed with even more ways
to reduce a family's expenses and expose hidden living costs.
Your round-trip ticket to the wildest, wackiest, most outrageous people, places, and things the Wolverine State has to
offer! Whether you’re a born-and-raised Michiganite, a recent transplant, or just passing through, Michigan Curiosities
will have you laughing out loud as Colleen Burcar takes you on a rollicking tour of the strangest sites in theWolverine
State. Experience some raucous festivals that celebrate everything from Elvis and Jimmy Buffett to bologna and chicken
gizzards. Visit the home of the world’s largest burger, where you can still order a 100-pound Goliath burger, topped off
with a one-and-a-half-gallon Colossal sundae—and don’t forget the 20-inch chocolate chip cookie. Discover where the
law of gravity is broken, tour an actual glass house (the ultimate recycling project), and visit some amazing stone
“hobbit” houses.
Cet ebook est une version numérique du guide papier sans interactivité additionnelle. Paris, port d'attache du Routard,
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reste l'une de nos villes préférées... Nous vous avons concocté une sélection de bonnes tables, des établissements
conviviaux que nous aimons fréquenter, des adresses que nous voulions vous faire partager. Vous trouverez dans le
Routard Restos et bistrots de Paris (+ proche banlieue) des adresses souvent introuvables ailleurs et des cartes et plans
détaillés. Merci à tous les Routards qui partagent nos convictions : Liberté et indépendance d'esprit ; découverte et
partage ; sincérité, tolérance et respect des autres !
The Rough Guide Snapshot to Los Angeles is the ultimate travel guide to this iconic city on the west coast of the United
States. It leads you through the region with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and
attractions, from Malibu to Hollywood and Venice Beach to the Getty Center. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings
pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars, and nightlife, ensuring you make the most of your trip, whether
passing through, staying for the weekend, or longer. Also included is the Basics section from the Rough Guide to
California, with all the practical information you need for traveling in and around Los Angeles, including transportation,
food, drink, costs, health, spectator sports, and tours. Also published as part of the Rough Guide to California.
(Equivalent printed page extent 124 pages).
Food has always played a crucial role in Jewish culture, with numerous celebratory feast days marking important
occasions throughout the year. In her mouthwatering new collection of recipes, Denise Phillips shows how kosher
cooking is not just for Jews, but has been a strong but unseen culinary influence all over the world. Inspired by the
cuisine of Sephardi Jews from the Mediterranean and Middle East to the Ashkenzai Jews of cooler Eastern European
climes, these recipes draw on the variety of flavours that comprise the global nature of Jewish food. With an evocative
introduction to every recipe, Denise takes us from appealing appetisers such as Baba Ganoush, through Chicken, date
and raisin tagine, Moroccan sweet potato stew and Stuffed Aubergine with cous cous to delectable desserts like
Chocolate macaroon cake and Dutch apple pie. Informed by Denise's skills as a cookery teacher, this charming book
provides easy-to-cook and elegantly simple dishes that will entice everyone - from Jews who follow a strict Kosher diet, to
anyone wanting tasty and healthy food.
From romantic cities steeped in history to the stunning slopes of the Alps, get to know this exciting slice of Europe: with
Rick Steves on your side, Eastern Europe can be yours! Inside Rick Steves Eastern Europe you'll find: Comprehensive
coverage for spending two weeks or more exploring Eastern Europe Rick's strategic advice on how to get the most out of
your time and money, with rankings of his must-see favorites Top sights and hidden gems, from the cobbles of bustling
Bratislava, to country roads winding through the Julian Alps, to the striking chapels and cathedrals of Prague's Castle
Quarter How to connect with culture: Bask in the energy of Kraków's Main Square Market, sample local wines from
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Hungarian vintners, or soak in the steamy thermal baths in Budapest Beat the crowds, skip the lines, and avoid tourist
traps with Rick's candid, humorous insight The best places the eat, sleep, and relax Self-guided walking tours of lively
neighborhoods and historic museums Detailed neighborhood maps for exploring on the go Useful resources including a
packing list, phrase books, historical overviews, and recommended reading Over 1,000 bible-thin pages include
everything worth seeing without weighing you down Complete, up-to-date information on the Czech Republic, Poland,
Hungary, Slovenia, Austria, and Slovakia, plus side trips to Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Bulgaria, and
Romania Make the most of every day and every dollar with Rick Steves Eastern Europe.
More than 350 meals to prepare in 15, 20 or 30-minutes!
The Rough Guide to California is the ultimate guide to the USA's most exciting and varied state. Whether you're looking for
inspiring accommodation, great places to eat, the best bars, chilled muso haunts or cutting-edge clubs, you'll find the solution. The
guide also includes three full-colour sections covering the state's unmatched influence on American music, its remarkable array of
food and wine, and getting the most from California's wonderful backcountry - hiking, skiing, rock climbing and surfing. Plus The
Rough Guide to California is packed with incisive comment on everything from LA's political scandals and Hollywood hype to San
Francisco's Beat poet hangouts and Yosemite's sheer rock walls. Accurate maps and comprehensive practical information help
you get under the skin of California, whilst stunning photography and a full-colour introduction make this your ultimate travelling
companion. Originally published in print in 2011. Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide to California. Now available in
ePub format.
The Rough Guides Snapshot USA: Los Angeles is the ultimate travel guide to this iconic city. It leads you through "La-La Land"
with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions, from the glamour of Hollywood and the
seaside charm of Santa Monica, to elite Rodeo Drive and enchanting Disneyland. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint
the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife, ensuring you make the most of your trip to Southern California,
whether you're passing through, or staying for the weekend or longer. The Rough Guides Snapshot USA: Los Angeles covers
Downtown LA, South LA, Hollywood, West LA, Santa Monica and around, Malibu, Venice, the South Bay and Long Beach, Orange
County and the San Gabriel and San Fernando valleys. Also included is the Basics section from the Rough Guide to The USA,
with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around the city, including transport, accommodation, food and drink,
festivals, sports and other essentials. Also published as part of the Rough Guide to The USA. The Rough Guides Snapshot USA:
Los Angeles is equivalent to 54 printed pages.
For more than twenty years, the Insiders' Guide series has remained the essential source for in-depth travel and relocation
information. Written by locals and true insiders, each guide is packed with useful tips on places to stay, restaurants, events,
attractions, fun thnigs to do with the kids, nightlife, recreation, shopping, local history, and much more--as well as a comprehensive
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appendix called "Living Here" that offers information on real estate, education, health care, and more.
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